Sheet Metal cont.
1949-51 Ford/ mercury woodie rear wheel tub repair panels

These panels are the lower tails of the wheel tub that rust off or are crushed. They are constructed from
18-gauge sheet stock and formed in our shop. The rear tail panel is 13” tall from the bottom lowest edge
and 15” wide. The front panel is 9” tall from its lowest edge and 14” wide. These panels have the formed
edge that buts into the quarter panel.

Description
Left side (drivers) front repair panel
Right side front repair panel

Item number
074951-517LF
074951-517RF

price
$145.00
$145.00

Left side (drivers) rear repair panel
Right side rear repair panel

074951-518LR
074951-518RR

$120.00
$120.00

We custom make panels for customers all the time.
Call us with your needs
1949-51 Ford/Mercury woodie metal to wood gate conversion

This is a kit to convert your metal gate to a wood gate. With the removal of the outer skin and then the
addition of these parts your gate is now the same as a wood gate. These panels are 19 gauge. The
main center panel is designed to be but welded into place and the filler tabs get welded on top of the old
gate in the slot at the top of the gate. A wood gate inner spare tire-mounting bracket has a higher profile
than the one used with a metal gate. An original wood gate one will work if you have one or use our
duplicate reproduction. The reproduction one is constructed from 13 gauge stock and has the ribs
formed in the bottom just as the original. The reproduction also has the four shouldered studs welded in
place. The outer bracket is an exact copy of the original, use ours or find and original. The outer bracket
is different for a wood gate than the one used on the metal gate. The reproduction outer bracket comes
with the tire-mounting studs welded in place. The inner spare tire-mounting bracket is 13 gauge material
just like Henry made them. The outer spare tire-mounting bracket is 11 gauge as the original one was.

Description
Metal to wood gate conversion kit.
This kit contains the following: Upper cross rail filler panel, 5 upper
groove filling tabs, 3 spacers for the wood under the blind nuts and, 6
spacers for the wood at wood screw locations.
Inner spare tire mounting bracket for a wood gate
Outer spare tire mounting bracket for a wood gate.

Item number
075051-519

price
$99.00

074950-520
074950-521

$365.00
$365.00
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